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The increased of mobility of workforce, the globalisation of markets and the internalisation of 

companies sketch a world with enlarged horizons, tightly nested through complex networks of 

interconnections and interdependences. 

As a topic for study, a normative prism and a paradigm for action, diversity and its managerial 

declinations merit care because they are relevant to the company. Actually, the XXI century 

firm is often multi-pole, multi-generation, fragmented and virtual (Chanlat & Dameron, 2009: 

2). 

Diversity, as a concept, relies upon cultural, social, ethnic, national features, of gender, of age 

and of handicap, as well. According to its contextual nature, diversity - as multi-meaning and 

polyvalent - does not enjoy a unique and comprehensive definition. The notion of diversity 

addresses the dialectic between similarity and difference (Peretti, 2007; Frimousse & Peretti, 

2007) and, finally, investigates the Alterity dialectic (Davel & al., 2008). Paradigm enquiring 

the intelligibility of social relationships, diversity shows-up a field for political, associative 

and managerial commitment and action, at the edge among ethics, laws, economy and social. 

In CSR and ethical management perspective, diversity of workforce teams shows-up a major 

challenge to modern management because it affects the human resources management and the 

organisational dynamics (Richard, 2000). 

Depending on management practices, diversity can become a potential resource for social and 

economical performance. Nevertheless, the relationship performance-diversity is generally 

quite hard to appreciate, generalize and transpose from a context to another one, because it is 

sensitive to temporal, cultural, managerial and relational factors (Bruna, 2011a,b; Bruna & 

Chauvet, 2013)  

Investigating the potential and conditional impact of diversity on the work-teams performance 

invites to cross a positive perspective (does an increased diversity necessarily imply an 
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improvement of the organisational efficiency?) with a negative focus (at what extent does 

non-identifying, non-valorising and non-investing the “diversity resources” affect the social 

and economic performance of an organisation?). 

Within a defensive strategy, promoting diversity within the company means, at first, fighting 

discriminations through: 

- a political engagement commuted to a juridical commitment, 

- an increasing public pressure because diversity has been collectively appropriated. That 

way, a sentence on discrimination is likely to engender a wide image prejudice in addition 

to the negative financial consequences. That explains why some companies include 

“discrimination” among the risks of strategic nature (Cornet & Warland, 2008). 

The development of a pro-active diversity policy can also be encouraged and supported by an 

ethic commitment (such as the consciousness of the company integration-mission) and an 

economic purpose. To settle-out ad hoc policies, it is necessary to counterbalance the 

organisation and management attitude to under-identify, under-invest and under-valorise the 

potential of outsider managers that engenders withdrawal, segregation and self-

marginalisation attitudes, which end-out affecting the company performance. 

According to outcomes of the research work in the field (Chanlat and Bruna, 2011), settling a 

policy of diversity promotion could provide the companies - potentially and under-condition - 

with four kinds of advantages:  

a) generic advantages (reduction of juridical risk in case of discrimination detected, 

improvement of the brand image of the company and increased notoriety, while customers 

shows-up more and more sensitive to the non-discrimination policy arguments); 

b) advantages from the HR management viewpoint (within a context of strong international 

competitiveness, the establishment of a responsible hiring policy and diversity-sensitive HR 

strategy could reduce turn-over and increase the company attractiveness);  

c) marketing and commercial advantages (improved sensitivity to the tastes of ever more 

segmented demand; mobilisation of seller-customer cultural affinities to the strategic 

advantage of the companies);  

d) creativity advantages (diversified teams can provide better performance compared to 

homogenous ones because of enhanced creativity, viewpoint enrichment after exchanges, 

increased capacity to endorse anticipation, address and solve problems, improved reactivity). 
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Addressing benefits from diversity on company performance implies understanding that 

neither the visible character, nor the biological nature of individuals, allows predicting their 

behaviour, their cooperation attitude and, more, their potential contribution to the creation 

dynamics within the work-teams. 

Actually, the investigation of success conditions allows detecting the numerous factors 

affecting this relationship, such as: the economical a political conjuncture, the temporal 

horizon, the presence - or not - of a critical mass of diverse individuals in the team, the 

company overall cultural context, the currently adopted management practices, the 

socialisation modes within the concerned teams. 

The present paper is aimed at investigating the impact of a diversification of profiles and 

professional route of team-mates on creativity, considering the human resources theories, the 

sociology of organisations, the innovation and network theories. 

Whenever pointing-out a differentiation of professional routes and relational aptitudes, the 

cultural diversity of project-teams can show-up a catalyser for inter-cultural decoding, a 

translation tool on international stage, a potential source for organisational thinking, critical 

viewing and creativity as well. 

The current investigation is targeted to define the milestones of a fully new interpretation (as a 

multi-conditional one) of the relationship between the team diversity and their cognitive 

performance (creativity), also relying upon a critical survey of the literature. 

1° The ethno-cultural team diversification as potential and conditional creativity vector 

The assumption claiming the existence of a positive link between teams’ ethnical and cultural 

diversification and their performance constitutes a managerial belief that participates to 

influence, in a performative way, the organizational recruitment and management strategies. 

According to this economic-based argumentation, the actors’ sociological diversity, reflecting 

a differentiation of their itineraries, experiences, perceptions and beliefs, could constitute a 

cognitive enrichment vector and could stimulate the cognitive performance of project-teams,  

increasing capacity to endorse anticipation, address and solve problems and improving 

reactivity. 

The ethno-cultural team diversification potential implications on “cognitive performance” 

(Jehn and al., 1999, Shaw and Barrett-Power, 1998) raise complex and huge scientific 

questions. A large number of scientific researches, particularly in intercultural management 
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field, demonstrate the existence of a potential and conditional significant positive relationship 

between the diversification of teams and their creativity (Cox and Blake, 1991; Watson and 

al., 1993; Thompson and Gooler, 2000), without ignoring their potential perverse effects and 

risks. 

The Cox and Blake’s (1991) pioneering study has underlined the team diversity stimulating 

effect on creativity, demonstrating the existence of a long term positive and significant effect 

on competitiveness. Nevertheless, these conclusions cannot be generalized because of their 

strong dependence on geographical and historical context, national and organizational culture, 

managerial and professional integration modes, mobilized conceptual definitions, evaluation 

criteria and temporal scale. 

The Watson’s and al. (1993) and Jackson’s and al. (2003) researches have demonstrated that 

the more culturally heterogeneous teams have higher long-term performance than the more 

homogeneous ones, though a creativity supplement. 

Despite the numerous studies highlighting the cognitive (more than the demographical) 

diversification conditional positive impact on teams creativity and decision-making process 

(Milliken and Martins, 1998; Kilduff and al., 2000; Jayne and Dipboye, 2004; Landrieux-

Kartochian, 2005), several studies (Richard, 2000; Ely and Thomas, 2001; Pitts, 2005; 

Kochan and al., 2003) contest the existence of direct and causal positive link between the 

cultural diversification of teams and their performance. 

Even though the team cultural diversification can increase, in particular contexts, tensions and 

endogenous conflicts (Hogg, 1999; Hornsey, Hogg, 2000; Klarsfeld, 2010), its long-term 

impact can be strongly positive, through informational and cognitive enrichment of team 

perspectives (Cox, Blake, 1991). 

In our globalized, internationalized and interconnected western societies (Chanlat, Dameron, 

2009), managers having an “a-typical” profile (Alter, 2012) would possess, according to their 

marginal-secant structural positioning (Burt, 1995), a supplement of non-redundant – and, 

thus, organizationally useful- information (on market situation, on local or international 

realities, on specific needs of neglected segments of customers…).  

Environment diversity tracers, managers having an “a-typical” profile could constitute, 

according to their specific relational profile and structural embeddedness (Burt, 1995), a 

strategic resource for organizations. 
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Intermediary actors linking disjointed structural spheres, they could stimulate a convergence 

among the customers’ needs and desires and the firms supply through a better understanding 

and investment of neglected population segments. Thus, they could play a strategic 

organizational role as, at the same time, bridging-actors, pump-actors and sprinkler-actors 

(horizontal and vertical integration, bottom up and top down dynamics).  

According to their “relational heterogamy”, the “a-typical” profile managers possess, for 

firms, a particular potential to invest, renewable to their cognitive distance towards the 

cultural-oriented, gender and ethno-centered paradigms mobilized to evaluate strategic 

questions, analyze, understand and solve organization strategic problems.  

Translating their relative socio-cultural distance, their distanced-vision constitutes a strategic 

aptitude particularly useful for a social responsible company because it stimulates 

organizational reflexivity (Bruna, 2011). Nevertheless, in order to be understandable and 

useful for the organization performance, the visions and the viewpoints of the “a-typical 

profiles” employees have to be formulated in a comprehensible grammar for the colleagues 

and line-managers mass Thus, it is important to “transcode” (translate) their original 

perspective otherness in the dominant organizational language. 

The strategic importance of integration and organizational acculturation of the outsiders (“a-

typical profile” workers) is aimed to institute them as inside foreigners. Foreigners because 

they develop a relative foreign vision on company strategic questions; inside foreigners 

because they would be enough socialized within the firm to understand the dominant codes, 

formal and informal norms and principles regulating the organizational social life. This 

translation mechanism participates to an appropriation process of the foreign vision developed 

by the” a-typical profile employees” by the peer-work-group.  

Nevertheless, for the enterprise, the differential potential of an “a-typical profile” worker is 

embedded in his trajectory and structural position singularity. If he is too assimilated, he gets 

lost his useful foreign vision; if he is too marginalized, he cannot be understandable by the 

professional group. The company integration programs are aimed to become a marginal-

secant actor having a fragment of controlled otherness.  

2° Deviance and organisational integration of innovators 

Even thought the innovation is always demanding for an amount of “deviance” (Alter, 2005; 

Babeau, Chanlat, 2008, 2011), refusal to passively accept rules, dominant-modes of thinking 

and perception, cultural paradigms  shared within a social circle, the too marginalized and 
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non-enough-socialized creative-actors cannot pretend diffusing - thus making it adopted - 

their “invention” (independently on its very nature, vocation, relevance). That way, the 

innovation, missing dissemination, is likely to be abandoned and forgotten. 

Accordingly, the innovation theory, such as it has been reformulated by Alter (2005), 

demands the future innovators to satisfy three main requirements:  

- being congruent (adopting a thinking attitude which put them aside the conventional 

normalized, standardized - thus poorly innovative - schemes),  

- being strangers (i.e., enjoying a polyvalent and multi-centred location enabling them to 

make the bridge between two disjoint relational spheres: the innovators must necessarily 

possess a distance - symbolical, cultural and relational, as well - from their own 

professional environment),  

- possessing a strong enough relational capital to enable them disseminate the novelty. 

Connectors of social space with a movable social location, the innovators are close to the 

Simmel’s notion of the foreign (Simmel, 1999 [1908]), a bridge-actor connecting disjoint 

structural environments. Endorsing, both metaphorically and metonymically, the logics  

of close and afar, the innovator enjoys an objectivising distance, a distant view, which 

provide him with a crossed reading of the reality - social, economical and 

organisational, as well -. 

Source of cognitive differentiation, the marginal-secant position of the foreigner places him at 

the heart of the company social system (because his natural inter-connectivity provides him 

with a mess of strategic resources and a non-redundant information and allows him to be 

included in the novel and advantageous opportunity structures) and, at the same time, at its 

edge (because his cognitive diversity testifies he enjoys a non-conventional social structure 

and a specific network configuration).  

The innovative marginality - an intellectual attitude which accounts for the biographic and 

personal route of the new-idea-providers and innovators - turns-out a distanced and 

wondering posture which claims for a relative detachment from the fixity of a given social 

embedment (Bruna, 2011a). 

This relative detachment is the necessary intellectual condition to the distanced-look, which 

gives root and life to the distanced-criticism and allows bourgeoning an innovating criticism; 

provided it were collectively assumed. 
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3° The effective diversity is relational one: relative foreignness and professional 

integration  

Thus, a creator process (Alter, 2005) is embedded in a long-term social dynamics based on 

acceptation, collective learning and adoption of critics and, finally, institutionalization of new 

perspective achievements. Indeed, the top-management deliberated refusal to critics can lead 

to system crystallization because the absence of a foreign critical vision can paralyze the 

creative lymph of organized systems. 

The specific creative potential embedded in a cultural team diversification is supported by the 

marginal-secant position of “a-typical profile” employees.  

Nevertheless, without a non-assimilating professional integration, the a-typical profile 

employees’ foreignness would be neutralized: the foreignness is lesser an achievement than a 

dynamics, a biographical heritage than a social itinerary conquest against systemic 

conformism and assimilation drive.  

When we transpose the Simmel’s “foreignness theory” to the organized systems case, it 

appears that the relative foreignness of marginal-secant actors comes from their rich poly-

socialization (Simmel, 1999 [1908]).  

Relational brokers among disjointed social spheres, the marginal-secant actors nourish, with 

their distanced-vision, the collective intelligence if the system identifies and accepts their 

original contribution. Thus, they are likely to assume a Simmel’s tertii gaudentes structural 

positioning. If the psychological congruence of “inside foreigners” is supported by their 

marginal-secant positioning, the collective appropriation of their contribution requires their 

work-group integration.  

The first step of legitimization, experimentation, learning and diffusion of the alternative-

critical-vision requires the “inside foreigners” embeddedness in high cohesive and dense 

networks based on reciprocity and relations mutiplexity (social niches, Lazega, 2007). In 

these “cliques”, the social integration is enough developed to sustain, after a first translation 

step, the emergency and the group-appropriation of alternative view-point. 

Nevertheless, the “inside foreigners” involvement in a marginal-secant strategy (large 

professional network with a low density and low redundant-link proportion in which they 

occupy a broker position, following the strength of weak ties logic) (Granovetter, 1973; Burt, 

1995) constitutes a large dissemination vector of their ideas. It contributes and supported their 

original view-point collective appropriation (Alter, 2005).  
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In the otherness reduction to difference, it is playing a transcoding and trans-positioning 

process based on a decoding step (by which the socialized and integrated “foreigner” decodes 

the organizational dominating paradigm); a re-encoding step by which the “inside foreigner” 

translates his singular idea or perspective in the team-dominant cultural and symbolic 

grammar. 

The “a-typical profile” employees (Alter, 2012) benefit from a cognitive detachment and a 

distanced-vision (Bruna and Chauvet, 2013; Bruna, 2011). Nevertheless, the group creativity 

takes advantage of cognitive diversity if the ideas-contributors are well integrated in their 

work-teams. 

In opposition to essentialist theories, theses analysis underline that the only innovative 

diversity is relational one.  

4 Turn the ethnical-cultural diversity into a creativity vector? Ensuring the 

organisational integration of “a-typical  ˮ profile managers : management, mentoring 

and affinity groups. 

To benefit from the innovative sidedness of diversity-originating actors it is worth ascribing 

them in an accomplished professional integration perspective. Actually, they - as both sided-

up and quite well-integrated - can feed the collective creation, because they are holders of 

world approaches far aside from majority’s ones. Allowing a mixing of opinions and 

perspectives, they feed the collective intelligence up and can serve the company’s interest.  

The above mentioned advantages can be achieved through an improved management, the 

development of mentoring and the generalisation of the so-called affinity groups. All that 

claims for settling transversal, integrated and mobilizing management policies, relying upon a 

culture of organisation, sensitive to both the particular and the collective level. Accordingly, it 

is worth developing a cohesive human resource policy, centred on individuals (personalisation 

of management), attentive to the diversity of professional routes and aware of the risks for 

communitarian desegregation, which diversity may engender. The organizational promotion 

of diversity claims for its inscription in a wide strategic perspective and the commitment to a 

long-term minded collaborative move (Watson and al., 1993; Roberson and Park, 2007; 

Ozbilgin and Tatli, 2008). 

Development of professional integration mechanisms should combine policies of mentoring 

and transformative leadership - targeting an improved professional integration of “a-typical” 

profile employees - with aide-to-socialisation tools, mainly relying on the affinity groups.  
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In complement to the anti-segregation policies and the promotion of equal-opportunity, 

cooptation mentoring and inter-organisational affinity groups provide professional insertion 

tools on relational basis. They are aimed at improving and reinforcing the professional 

networks of “a-typical” profile employees, providing them with the best opportunities at the 

inter-organisational level. Even if they are complementary, nevertheless cooptation mentoring 

and affinity groups rely upon two different professional socialisation logics (assimilation vs. 

affinity oriented ones -through homophile approach-). 

According to Bruna & Chauvet (2013), the mentoring supports the professional integration 

and acculturation of non-typical profile individuals, through a rational and symbolical 

mediation process where the mentor, as a boss and a tutor, legitimates his pupil and increases 

his capital in relationship by transfer (Kram, 1988). The mentoring initiatives are in 

agreement with Burt’s preconisation (Burt, 1998), which indicates two different routes to a 

brilliant career: 

- the self-construction of a social capital relying upon a wide, diversified, dense and 

structural-holes enriched network of relationships: this strategy seems privileged by 

insiders, 

- the mobilisation of a borrowed social capital : this strategy is particularly engaged by 

oursiders. 

The cooptation mentoring -which is grounded on a double-scale mentoring, both symbolic 

(legitimating) and pragmatic (providing access to strategic resources), relies upon a process 

of social capital borrowing, which enables the mentored collaborator to enrich and enlarge 

his inter-relational capital.  

The professional integration of “a-typical” profile collaborators is sustained by two main 

processes: the symbolic credibility transfer from the mentor to the mentored and the social 

side-pressure. 

Together with the processes of transfer of legitimacy, the social side-pressure mechanisms 

allow guaranteeing the mentored a part of relational power through the mentor. As in a mirror 

game, the contacts with the mentored are nested within an interdependence scheme, because 

he enjoys a transitional-power. That is because power is not a resource owned either de iure 

or de facto by somebody. It remains a collective propriety of the relational system in a whole. 

As a tutoring character, sometimes a boss, the mentor attributes the mentored a complement 

of symbolic legitimacy by a three-fold process of transfer, including support (advice), 
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knowledge (transfer of technical information and skills, cultural rules and guidelines, 

aptitudes, practices for well-doing and well-being), and cooptation (sponsoring to the peer and 

decider communities). Supplying the mentored with the access to key-resources, the mentor 

helps him accessing an equality-of-chances position at both a symbolic (legitimating) level 

and a pragmatic (access to strategic resources) level.  

The collaboration among the diversified teams relying upon a compromise between the self-

consciousness and the social pressure, the mentoring is likely to enhance the integration and 

increase the organisational culture of the diversity-originating personnel and the dynamical 

bourgeoning of groups supporting the creativity. 

The inter-organisation affinity groups, which are networks of influence and associations 

gathering people in defence of specific interests and representing a form of diversity, show-up 

a privileged stage for discussion and exchange, gathering workers, on independent-from-

company criteria, such as the ethnics, the culture and the sex, without any differentiation on 

either hierarchy or social origin.  

They contribute to guaranteeing the members’ endorsement of the entrepreneurial projects, to 

simplifying the inter-hierarchy relationships, to facilitating the dissemination of information 

and to helping the manifestation of reclamations. They also support to the professional 

integration of the non-conventional profile managers. 

Conclusion  

Crossing sociology of organizations, HR and innovation theories achievements, the present 

research investigates the impact of a team-members sociological profile diversification on 

their creativity.  

Whenever pointing-out a differentiation of professional routes and relational aptitudes, the 

cultural diversity of project-teams can show-up a catalyser for inter-cultural decoding, a 

translation tool on international stage, a potential source for organisational thinking, critical 

viewing and creativity as well. 

The current paper proposes a fully new interpretation (as a multi-conditional one) of the 

relationship between the team diversity and their cognitive performance, focusing on the 

structural conditions of collective creativity. It focus on the importance of non-assimilating 

professional integration of “inside foreigners” in order to make a cultural and profile 

employees’ diversification teams a lever for performance.  
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It underlines that the organizational foreignness is not a static situation but a positioning 

question. That invites to reject a naturalizing biological-connoted apprehension of diversity 

and adopt a new perspective paradigm, combining, at the same time, an individual and a 

collective perspective: the otherness management.  

Three major managerial proposals are formulate: to establish a more integrative management, 

addressing team cohesion and preventing endogenous inter-cultural conflicts; to develop 

mentoring in order to support the integration and the organizational acculturation of “inside 

foreigners” and, finally, to generalize intra-organizational affinity groups to support their in-

work inclusion and the identification of their profile singularity.  

Analysing the diversity benefits on the team performance turns-out conciliating the 

valorisation of each team-member singularity (which depends on his own biographical 

itinerary and on its own relationship capital) with the consolidation of the collective. That 

suggests settling and conducting management policies of diversity, able to valorise the 

singularity when reinforcing the effectiveness of collective action (Chanlat and al., 2009). 
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